ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

AXXEE TRANSITION (AXXEE.SEEVR4): (For aircraft filing FL230 and below only)
CHMLI TRANSITION (CHMLI.SEEVR4): (ATC assigned only)
FEWWW TRANSITION (FEWWW.SEEVR4)
HITUG TRANSITION (HITUG.SEEVR4)
JRHED TRANSITION (JRHED.SEEVR4): (ATC assigned only)
PROWD TRANSITION (PROWD.SEEVR4): (ATC assigned only)
RRNET TRANSITION (RRNET.SEEVR4)
RRONY TRANSITION (RRONY.SEEVR4): (For aircraft filing FL230 and below only)

From SEEVR on track 225° to cross BRDJE between 11000 and 12000 and at 250K, then on track 248° to crosss NUSSS between 8000 and 10000 and at 240K, then on track 263° to cross YAHBT at 6000 and at 230K, then on track 265°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.